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Selections for 2020: 
 
“Book Shop of the Broken Hearted” - Hillman -fiction - Australia in the 1960’s. 
A lonely farmer finds his world turned upside down by a vibrant woman 
determined to open a bookstore and leave her haunting memories of the 
Holocaust behind. 
 
“Grandma Gatewood’s Walk: The Inspiring Story of the Woman Who Saved 
the Appalachian Trail” - Montgomery - non-fiction - A 67 year old hiked the 
entire length of the Appalachian Trail. 
 
“The Art of Racing in the Rain” - Stein- fiction - A dog named Enzo is owned 
by a man who wants to be a professional race car driver. Enzo sees his owner go 
through marriage, death, legal issues and a career change. 
 
“The Kelloggs: The Battling Brothers of Battle Creek” - Markel - non-fiction - 
A summary of the dispute between the brothers and the significant contribution 
both made to health in America. 
 
“The Half-Life of Everything” - Gang - fiction - Fifty-something couple. Wife 
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. Husband falls in love with another woman. Wife 
finds treatment for her disease.  
 
“Where the Crawdads Sing” - Owens- fiction - Situated in the swamps of North 
Carolina, a young girl survives for years alone. 
 
“A Spark of Light” - Picoult - fiction - A daring narrative that counts backwards 
through hours of a stand off at a women’s reproductive health clinic. 
 
“Educated” - Westover- memoir - An unforgettable memoir about a young girl 
who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD 
from Cambridge.  
 
“Becoming” - Obama - memoir - An intimate, powerful and inspiring memoir by 
the former First Lady of the United States. 
 
“The Winemaker’s Wife”- Harmel - fiction - A story of love, betrayal and 
impossible courage set in the champagne growing region of France during World 
War ll. 



 
“Pearl of China” - Min- Hx fiction - Two childhood friends- Willow is the only 
child of a destitute family and Pearl is the headstrong daughter of Christian 
missionaries and will grow up to become Pearl S. Buck. 
 
“Angel City ” - Smith- fiction - A family makes their way to Florida to open a 
roadside produce stand and end up in the nightmare of a migrant labor camp.    
 
                           


